EXAMPLE B

Citing Gale resources for content written specifically for the Gale series.

This tutorial shows how to cite resources for content written specifically for the Gale series. NoodleTools screenshots are included.

Select **Create a new citation** to get started. If you are using the online version, select Database and you will be prompted for information about the online database.

Begin entering the citation information.
### Enter author information.

**Authors of article/entry:**

- **Role:** Author
  - First name: Shari
  - Last name or group: Metzger

**Article/entry title:**

Essay on "A Doll's House"

**Pages:**

- Start: 116
- End: 119

### Enter any additional contributors that need to be cited.

**Contributors to the reference source as a whole:**

- **Role:** Editor
  - First name: David
  - Last name or group: Galens
- **Role:** Editor
  - First name: Lynn
  - Last name or group: Spampinato

**Type of reference source:**

Other

**Title of reference source:**

Drama for Students

**Title of volume in multivolume set (if individually titled):**

- Volume: 1
- Total # volumes: 1

**Publisher:**

Gale 1998
Occasionally an instructor will ask for an annotation (a note of explanation or comment.) If so, add it in the Annotation box. When finished, click Submit.

This is how the above citation will appear on the Works Cited page when it is open in Word.